Amsterdam, 15 May 2019

Takeaway.com granted PSD2 licence from Dutch Central Bank
Takeaway.com N.V. (AMS: TKWY), hereinafter the “company”, or together with its group companies
“Takeaway.com”, the leading online food delivery marketplace in Continental Europe, today announces that
Takeaway.com Payments B.V., an 100% indirect subsidiary of the company, has been granted a licence as a
payment institution under the Dutch Financial Markets Supervision Act from the Dutch Central Bank. As a
consequence, the conditional appointment of Johannes Reck as member of the Supervisory Board has
become unconditional.
The provision of online payment services by Takeaway.com is subject to the new European Payment Services
Directive 2 (“PSD2”) as implemented in most of the European countries in which Takeaway.com operates. In view
of such implementation, Takeaway.com Payments B.V. applied for a licence as a payment institution with the Dutch
Central Bank (De Nederlandsche Bank, “DNB”). The licence was granted on 15 May 2019 and will, in addition to the
Netherlands, be passported to most other European markets in which Takeaway.com is active. Consequently, the
processing of online payments in these countries is supervised by the relevant regulatory authorities. In 2018, the
total number of orders processed by Takeaway.com amounted to 93.9 million, of which 61% was paid online.
Takeaway.com Payments B.V. is a payment institution under supervision of DNB and as a result it is required to
comply with rules applicable to payment institutions. Pursuant to one of these rules, Takeaway.com Payments B.V.
must as soon as possible notify DNB if a shareholder’s qualified holding in Takeaway.com Payments B.V. exceeds
20%, 30% or 50% or falls below 10%, 20%, 30% or 50%. In addition, each person is required to obtain a declaration
of no objection from DNB before it can hold, acquire or increase a qualifying holding in Takeaway.com Payments
B.V. or exercise any voting power in connection with such holding. A direct or indirect participation in a payment
institution is a qualifying holding when it represents 10% or more of the shares and/or voting rights in the payment
institution. This means that acquiring a holding of 10% or more of the shares and/or voting rights in Takeaway.com
requires a declaration of no objection from DNB (“DNO”) prior to obtaining such a holding and that certain changes
to such an interest (as described above) may also require such a regulatory approval. In addition, obtaining rights
to appoint the (majority of the) managing board or other means of providing significant influence over the
management of the payment institution also falls within the scope of a “qualifying holding”.
On 5 March 2019, Johannes Reck was appointed as member of the Supervisory Board at the nomination of Delivery
Hero S.E. The appointment of Johannes Reck as member of the Supervisory Board was – inter alia – subject to
Delivery Hero S.E. having obtained a DNO from DNB. Delivery Hero S.E. informed the company to have obtained a
DNO. As a consequence, the appointment of Johannes Reck has become unconditional as per 15 May 2019.
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For more information please visit our corporate website: https://corporate.takeaway.com
About Takeaway.com
Takeaway.com is the leading online food delivery marketplace in Continental Europe and Israel. The company is
focused on connecting consumers and restaurants through its platform. With nearly 44,000 connected restaurants,
Takeaway.com offers consumers a wide variety of food choice. Takeaway.com mainly collaborates with delivery
restaurants. In addition, Takeaway.com also provides restaurant delivery services in 64 cities in ten countries for
restaurants that do not deliver themselves.
Founded in 2000, Takeaway.com has rapidly grown to become the leading online food delivery marketplace of
Continental Europe with operations in the Netherlands, Germany, Poland, Belgium, Austria, Israel, Switzerland,
Luxembourg, Portugal, Bulgaria and Romania. In the twelve months ended December 2018, Takeaway.com
processed nearly 94 million orders from 14.1 million unique consumers.
With over 2,600 employees, Takeaway.com processed orders worth €1.8 billion and generated gross revenue of
€240 million in the twelve months ended December 2018.
Takeaway.com is listed on Euronext Amsterdam (AMS: TKWY).
Market Abuse Regulation
This press release contains inside information as meant in clause 7(1) of the Market Abuse Regulation.
Disclaimer
Statements included in this press release that are not historical facts (including any statements concerning
investment objectives, other plans and objectives of management for future operations or economic performance,
or assumptions or forecasts related thereto) are, or may be deemed to be, “forward-looking statements”. These
forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms
“believes”, “estimates”, “plans”, “projects”, “anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”, “may”, “will” or “should” or, in each
case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology, or by discussions of strategy, plans, objectives,
goals, future events or intentions. Forward-looking statements may and often do differ materially from actual
results. Any forward-looking statements reflect the company’s current view with respect to future events and are
subject to risks relating to future events and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions relating to the company’s
business, results of operations, financial position, liquidity, prospects, growth or strategies. Forward -looking
statements speak only as of the date they are made.
The company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update, review or revise any forward-looking
statement contained in this announcement whether as a result of new information, future developments or
otherwise.
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